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Introduction
Dear Readers,
Inside this document you will discover information about the Wheaton Police Department. Our annual
report is prepared with the intent to inform and educate people about the department, our personnel,
what we do and how we do it, and be as transparent as possible. The pages that follow will hopefully
provide each of you with some insight into your police department. It includes relevant statistics regarding
policing in our community. We did not handpick numbers to provide a sanitized or skewed view. Much
like the rest of 2020, “It is what it is.” We have tried to supply information we believe that most will find
interesting or useful. We have provided multiple years at times to help provide some context for the
reader.
In June of 2020, I authored a letter to the community after receiving numerous inquiries about the
department and our practices. It can be found on our website. I want to thank those community members
who chose to seek information to help them better understand the issues that were being played out on
a national stage. Your inquiries helped shape this annual report.
I want to draw attention to some information that speaks to the professionalism of the men and women
of your police department.
•

•

•

Law enforcement employees were identified at the onset of the pandemic as “critical workers”
as most of their duties cannot be accomplished remotely. They did not flinch in the face of an
invisible adversary with no cure and terrifying mortality predictions. Both sworn and civilian
employees rose to the challenge and continue to provide professional police services as we look
toward a time free of COVID-19. Through their combined efforts, there were no disruptions in
police services experienced during the pandemic.
During the year’s social unrest, rioting, and calls for defunding police departments, Wheaton
police officers continued to serve honorably and professionally. During one local protest, I stood
and listened as some protestors screamed, “All cops are bastards!” Our police officers stood
watch to ensure everyone, including those making hateful comments, remained safe and free to
exercise their rights. I believe it is noteworthy that not a single complaint was received about our
officers conduct during any of the protests. In a bit of irony, we had many protestors thank us for
our service. We also received hundreds of messages of support from community members.
Unfortunately, there have been many instances of excessive force being used with tragic
outcomes:, e.g., George Floyd, Broenna Taylor, Jacob Blake. Our police department continues to
take stock of its practices and changes when necessary. It is vitally important to point out that
not a single complaint was received about excessive force in 2020. In fact, force in arrest
situations was only used 6 times. Wheaton Police Officers are highly educated, continuously
trained, well-equipped, and properly supervised. We are neither infallible nor are we immune to
making mistakes, but we strive to be better every day and make Wheaton a safe place to live.

Please read about your police department’s recap of 2020. I hope it uncovers some of the mystery about
your police department and the people who serve Wheaton. It is a great police department served by
equally great people. Our focus will remain on providing professional police services to the community.
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We will continue to assess the needs of the community and work to exceed the community’s expectations.
I want to thank the members of our staff for compiling the information with special thanks to Sergeant
Angela Smith, Lieutenant Ryan Conway, and Lieutenant Brian Gabryel.

Respectfully,

Bill Murphy, Chief of Police
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Police Department Statement of Quality
The Wheaton Police Department is an organization comprised of people of integrity, committed to
providing quality police service to its community in an honest, fair, professional, and courteous manner.
We will focus on forging a partnership with the community based on mutual trust, confidence,
commitment, and communication to maintain and improve the quality of life and promote the safety and
welfare of our citizens.
The members of this agency pledge collectively and individually to grow, develop and engage in
reassessment to meet the current and future problems and challenges of our community.
The Wheaton Police Department exists to meet the City’s objectives for the safety and well-being of its
residents. This mission is accomplished through people and knowledge, our most important resources. In
the continuing pursuit of quality, we are guided by the following values:
•

Respect: We will recognize the worth, quality, diversity, and importance of each other,
the people we serve and the department.

•

Compassion: We will care about others and respect their feelings.

•

Integrity: We will be honest and forthright and meet ethical standards.

•

Efficiency: We will be prudent with our resources.

•

Leadership: We will work together to set an example through leadership which embodies
respect, compassion, integrity, and efficiency.

Police Department Structure
The police department is divided into three divisions: Administration, Operations, and Support. Each
division has clear responsibilities and contributes to the overall mission of the department.
•

Administration is responsible for the overall operation of the police department and consists of
the Chief of Police and the senior administrative secretary. The division has primary responsibility
over the entire department, creates policies, encourages morale, establishes goals and objectives.

•

Operations is the largest and most visible of the divisions. Uniformed officers, community service
officers, and parking enforcement officers patrol the city and respond to requests for police
services.

•

Support is comprised of Investigations, Police Services (Records), Property and Evidence Control,
Training and Community Relations. Its members are responsible for major crime investigations,
evidence cataloging and retention, maintaining records, training, and responding to FOIA
requests.
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Many police department services can be categorized into the following three functions. These function
account for the respective responsibilities, goals, and objectives for each specific area:
Order Maintenance

Law Enforcement

Community Service

Vehicular/pedestrian safety
School Crossing Guards
Dispute resolution
Inspect parking compliance
Inspect ordinance compliance
Ensuring safe and efficient roadways
Identifying potential problems
Rectifying environmental issues that
lend to criminal conduct
Aid those in crisis
Social service referrals
Traffic Unit
-speed enforcement
-25MPH Plan execution
Identifying issues requiring response
from other city departments

Traffic enforcement
Preliminary crime investigation
Follow-up crime investigation
Arrest of suspects
Issuance of citations to violators
Enforce state law and local ordinances
Repress crime activity
-Vacation house checks
-Location-oriented patrols
-Perpetrator-oriented patrols
-Time-oriented patrols
Employ proactive patrol tactics
-Vehicle patrol
-Bicycle patrol
-Foot patrols
Basic, field and in-service training
Self-development of all employees
-Core training program
-Cadre training
-State mandates
Testify in court/present evidence

Respond to calls for service
-Animal complaints
-Victim checks
-Business emergency cards
Build community partnerships through
contemporary community-oriented
policing methods
Provide crime prevention programs
-Senior Citizen driving courses
-Police Facility tours
-Civic Club presentations
-ALICE training
-Child Safety Seat program
False alarm reduction program
Create an atmosphere of trust and
understanding with all members of
the community
Citizens’ Police Academy
National Night Out
Child safety seat installation and
inspection

Organization Chart
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2020 Budgetary Goals and Objectives
In 2020, the police department maintained three perennial goals which were used to help categorize
objectives and focus our efforts. The goals were:
•

Fulfill the Mission: The mission of the police department is to provide the highest quality of police
services to the community in a way that enhances the quality of life for all residents.

•

Train to Excellence: The police department ensures its employees receive ongoing, relevant,
professional training to assist them with fulfilling their oath to service.

•

Develop Future Leaders: In order to sustain a culture of excellence we commit to developing
leaders within the police department to prepare them for future challenges.

CY2020 budget for the police department included the following goals, objectives, and results:
Fulfill the Mission
•

Analyze the data collected during the 25 MPH Residential Speed Reduction Plan and establish an
efficient and effective way to implement consistent enforcement of speed violations in residential
areas.
o Twelve streets were identified with elevated 85th percentile speeds. Data collected was
analyzed and used to improve speed compliance through targeted enforcement.

•

Work with the Data for Decisions team to assess and implement potential rezoning of police patrol
beats to ensure efficient and effective use of resources.
o The Data Decisions team has analyzed several years of data from multiple database
sources to identify several possible beat iterations.
o Three beat iterations have been completed and the remaining four are in-progress with
a goal of creating beat workload parity, ensure adequate resources, and optimal response
times.

•

Conduct a 3rd annual National Night Out event to reinforce the police department’s partnership
with the community in enhancing the quality of life in Wheaton.
o National Night Out for 2020 was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

Work will CUSD 200 and participating private schools in the adoption and implementation of the
ALICE active threat model.
o All staff and students at the private school received the training. CUSD 200 staff has been
trained. Students will receive the training post-pandemic.

Train to Excellence
•

Hire additional officers to fill current vacancies and have them certified as police officers after
graduating from the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy.
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o
o

Five new police officers were hired for existing vacancies.
Training for three new officers was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

Hire and train part-time Community Service Officers and Police Service Representatives
o All part-time positions were hired, trained, and are currently serving the community.

•

Send a minimum of one supervisor to the Northwestern University School of Police Staff and
Command.
o Sergeant Daniel Salzmann attended Police Staff and Command from September to
December.

Develop Future Leaders
•

Conduct internal training for the officers appearing on the Police Commander Eligibility List to
prepare them for potential promotion.
o All officers eligible for promotion received professional development though various
internal assignments, participation in the OIC Training Program, lunch and learn training,
and external leadership training seminars.

•

Create an officer wellness committee and implement a peer counseling program to improve the
department’s response to job related stress and trauma.
o Wellness committee was formed consisting of three supervisors and two officers.
o Officer Wellness Committee identified a core curriculum of four vetted training courses
focused on Officer Wellness and Resiliency with a training plan to ensure every sworn
officer attend one of these training courses every three years.
o Provided internal training on Officer Wellness and Suicide Prevention to sworn personnel.

2020 Internal Goals and Objectives
Fulfill the Mission
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze the data collected during the 25 MPH Residential Speed Reduction Plan and establish an
efficient and effective way to implement consistent enforcement of speed violations in residential
areas. – COMPLETED
Conduct a 3rd annual National Night Out event. – POSTPONED
Conduct a second Citizens’ Police Academy for residents. – POSTPONED
Partner with Wheaton College to implement ALICE and conduct a safety drill. – POSTPONED
Reduce property crime by 25% during specific times in 2020 at pre-identified retail locations using
decoy squads, active patrol, and environmental design. – COMPLETED
Improve roadway safety through the participation in the IDOT mini and full traffic safety grants. –
COMPLETED
Implement a proactive school safety campaign for the 2020/2021 school year to ensure the safety
of local schools. – COMPLETED
Create a quarterly report that quantifies investigator workload to ensure optimal use of resources
and appropriate staffing. – POSTPONED
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•
•

Implementation of Offender Watch internet-based sex offender information system that is
currently in use at the DuPage County Sheriff’s Office. – POSTPONED
Improve interview and interrogation recording system by upgrading to WatchGuard and expand
with two additional rooms. - COMPLETED

Train to Excellence
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance competency of ALICE instructors by certifying all instructors in Rapid Deployment and
Stop the Bleed by December 31, 2020. – POSTPONED
Hire three officers to fill current vacancies and have them certified as police officers after
graduating the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy. – COMPLETED
Hire and train four part-time Community Service Officers and two part-time Police Services
Representatives. - COMPLETED
Partner with Wheaton College to implement ALICE and conduct one joint training exercise. –
POSTPONED
Review current policies and department orders and revise as necessary. Assess the need for
additional policies, procedures, or orders. – COMPLETED
Secure specialized training classes and certifications for new detectives. - COMPLETED

Develop Future Leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement OIC/Corporal development program for those officers on the promotional eligibility
list. – COMPLETED
Certify a minimum of four new field training officers and research cloud-based field training
program. – COMPLETED
Conduct a command staff leadership training day focused on officer wellness. – POSTPONED
Enhance officer wellness and improve stress resiliency by developing an internal program focused
on providing officers with the tools and support to cope with traumatic incidents. – COMPLETED
Conduct quarterly future investigator training sessions focused on improving officer performance
and preparing future investigators for success. – COMPLETED
Implement a police officer lateral hiring process with the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners.
– COMPLETED
Fill the vacant Training Officer position. - COMPLETED

Major Events in Policing in 2020
COVID-19
The Wheaton Police Department, along with all the citizens of Wheaton, experienced several changes to
their daily lives after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. On March 9, 2020, Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker
declared the State of Illinois as a disaster area. In the weeks and months to follow, several Executive
Orders were issued which included such requirements as closing schools, closing “non-essential”
businesses, restricting the number of customers allowed inside a business, requiring masks to be worn
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inside establishments and when you weren’t able to “social distance,” and restricting large gatherings to
a specific number. Every member of the community was affected by the pandemic.
The Police Department responded by making adjustments to how we delivered police services.
Modifications were made to the way we interact with the citizens of Wheaton to keep them safe as well
as the members of the department.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All police department personnel were issued personal protective equipment (PPE) which included
surgical masks, N-95 masks, hand sanitizer, disposal gowns, and biohazard bags.
During the months of March, April, and May, a temporary moratorium on the enforcement of
parking regulations was instituted with limited exceptions.
The number of traffic stops was significantly reduced unless an officer observed a dangerous
driving violation.
During all contacts with persons, personnel were required to wear a mask.
Non-emergency reports were taken over the phone and in-person contact was only made if
necessary;
All sworn personnel were trained, issued, and fitted for an AVON FM12 Purifying Respirator.
Department personnel were assigned to regularly disinfect all areas of the police department and
squad cars.
Access to the police department was monitored and controlled with pre-screening of visitors for
illness.

Police department employees were critical workers during the pandemic. Our members did not hesitate
to fulfill their oaths of office even in the early days of the pandemic when information was scarce, and
fear was high. They continued to serve the community even after several employees contracted the
disease. If an employee was diagnosed with COVID-19, a list of protocols was followed to prevent the
spread and ensure continuity of police services to the community.
The pandemic also reduced the number of community-oriented events the police department could host
for the citizens of Wheaton. The second Citizens’ Police Academy was postponed until restrictions
associated with the pandemic subside. The police department’s 3rd annual National Night Out was
cancelled until it could not be done in a safe manner for the citizens and in compliance with the Governor’s
Order restricting the number of people able to gather in one location. The Wheaton Police Department
intends to reinstitute these events once it becomes safe for the citizens and officers to come together.

Civil Unrest
After the in-custody death of George Floyd on May 25, 2020, communities all over the world felt the
negative effects of the outrage and disgust with the Minneapolis Police Officers’ actions. Civil unrest and
protests began in Minneapolis and quickly spread throughout the country. While many protests were
peaceful, several major metropolitan communities saw protests turn into extensive rioting and looting.
DuPage County was not immune to this civil unrest as it quickly spread out to the suburbs.
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On May 31, 2020, a peaceful protest turned violent in Aurora when protestors set fire to police vehicles
and nearby buildings. The following day incidents of retail store looting began to occur in the western
suburbs. While trying to secure retail centers in Lombard, a subject threw a Molotov cocktail at a squad
car. A peaceful Naperville protest turned violent after dark. Numerous injuries including a stabbing
occurred during this riotous event. An explosive was detonated, and more than 30 stores were looted.
Intelligence indicated that more looting was possible, and several agencies in the DuPage County area
began mobilizing their resources.

Mobilization
On June 2, 2020, Chief William Murphy ordered the mobilization of the Wheaton Police Department in
response to available intelligence information. All patrol officers were assigned to one of two teams, 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., with no days off. Several officers away on vacation returned
to duty. All department resources were reassigned to the street, where their hours were adjusted to
provide maximum coverage during critical times. All sergeants and lieutenants were assigned to the road.
Officers were deployed with the instructions to maintain high visibility throughout Wheaton with special
attention to high-probability targets.
The DuPage Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Management and the Illinois State Police
activated virtual information sharing platforms to enhance law enforcement communications. Situation
Reports were completed twice a day to provide staff an update on the events of the last twelve hours and
any anticipated events for the next twelve hours. On June 7, 2020, after successfully keeping crime to a
minimum and residents safe, the mobilization was terminated, and officers returned to their normal
assignments while maintaining the high visibility on the streets.
In addition to the department’s mobilization, the Police Department partnered with the Carol Stream
Police Department and the Glen Ellyn Police Department to form a mutual mobilization team referred to
as the Quick Response Force, or the QRF. The pooling of resources amongst the three police departments
would help each department more safely and effectively handle large scale incidents possibility stemming
from rioting and/or looting. Additional resources were on standby through Illinois Law Enforcement Alert
System and DuPage MERIT.

Peaceful Protests
During the period of unrest, protests were occurring all over DuPage County with most of them being
planned and peaceful. Several of these peaceful protests occurred in Wheaton. In anticipation of these
protests, several businesses in the central business district chose to close and/or board up windows. Prior
to each protest, extensive work and research was conducted collecting intelligence by the Wheaton Police
Department. Contact was made with the individuals planning the protests to help ensure the safety of
protestors, citizens, and businesses. Over a 10-day period the following occurred:
•

June 3, 2020 – peaceful protest at Memorial Park with approximately 350 participants
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•
•
•
•

June 4, 2020 – peaceful protest started at the Wheaton Public Library, marched through the
downtown area, and returned to the library with approximately 1000 participants.
June 6, 2020 – peaceful protest along Roosevelt Road between Main Street (Wheaton) to Main
Street (Glen Ellyn) with approximately 2,500 participants.
June 7, 2020 – peaceful protest that started at Main Street and Front Street, and proceeded
around the block, and back to Main Street and Front Street with approximately 250 participants.
June 13, 2020 – peaceful protest started at Adams park, walked through central business district,
and returned to Adams Park with approximately 30- 40 participants.

During June 5, 2020 to June 7, 2020, the Illinois National Guard deployed resources to DuPage County.
These resources were staged at the DuPage County Fairgrounds. The resources were made available to
all DuPage communities who may have needed extra assistance. National Guard members operational
orders called for use only in securing perimeters, redirecting traffic and ancillary duties. Their assistance
was not needed in Wheaton.
Some important facts from this brief period. Not a single complaint was received about the conduct of
the police officers during the protests. Officers worked diligently to ensure the safety of protestors and
the community in a professional manner. The officers were the epitome of professionalism. There was
not a single arrest stemming from the Wheaton protests, which is a positive reflection on those who chose
to exercise their rights. No property was damaged during the protests. The hours of planning, past
training, and communicating with organizers greatly contributed to these outcomes.

Department Organization
Chief of Police William Murphy - The Chief of Police is the top-ranking law
enforcement officer in the City of Wheaton with over 30 years of policing
experience. He is responsible for making sure the police department
continues in the direction of its mission, creates policies, and establishes
goals and objectives for the police department. The Chief of Police is
ultimately responsible for the efficient and effective operation of the police
department as well as staff management, budgeting, and public relations.
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Deputy Chief of Operations Princeton Youker - The Deputy Chief of
Operations is responsible for managing the coordination and command of
law enforcement, order maintenance, and additional service delivery of the
Operations Division. He oversees the largest and most visible component of
the police department, which is comprised of patrol officers, community
service officers, parking enforcement officers, and crossing guards.

Deputy Chief of Support Robert Miller – The Deputy Chief of Support is
responsible for managing the coordination and command of law
enforcement, order maintenance, and additional service delivery of the
Support Division. He oversees the Investigative Unit, Police Services,
Property and Evidence Control, Training, and Community Relations.

Quick Glance at Statistics Over 3 Years
Service Incidents
Traffic Stops
Warnings Issued
Tickets Issued
DUI Arrests
Alarm Calls
Investigations
• Case Assignments
• Background Investigations
• Cellular Forensic Extractions
Record Expungements
Property Control
• New Items Received
• Disposed Items

2018
63,140
11,950
7567
6141
107
803

2019
54,859
11,458
6542
6787
118
833

2020
55,307
7,806
4618
3037
100
838

282
49
N/A

296
48
96

339
80
96

114

846

1878*

3087
4020

3190
2433

2492
4954

*On January 1, 2020, statutory requirements took effect that changed time limits and rules that govern criminal
conviction expungements. The bulk of these expungements involved prior marijuana arrests and convictions.
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Operations Division
The Operations Division is comprised of patrol officers, community service officers, and parking
enforcement officers. Collectively, they provide basic police functions to the citizens of Wheaton. The
Operations Division is the largest and most visible element of the police department. Generally, these are
uniformed personnel who are the first responders to calls for service. Their primary function is to be the
first line of contact with the public. Below is a brief overview from the Operations Division of the key
points and contacts of 2020.

Traffic Enforcement
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0

Parking Enforcement
800
600
400
200
0

1st
2nd
3rd
Quarter Quarter Quarter

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Citations

Warnings

Citations

Reports Generated

Arrests
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250
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0

4th
Quarter

0
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Incident Reports

Crash Reports

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
DUI

Traffic

Warrant

Domestic Battery

Patrol Division
The Patrol Division is the most visible component of the police department. These officers are the first
responders to calls for service. They are the first line of contact with the public and have the responsibility
of maintaining law and order, preventing crime, mitigating community problems, and improving the
quality of life for citizens. When not responding to calls for service, officers are responsible for proactively
engaging in community caretaking, business checks, extra watches, field contacts, traffic enforcement,
and a host of other activities.
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The Patrol Division is staffed 365 days of the year, twenty-four hours a day. The Division is comprised of
one Deputy Chief, two Lieutenants, six Sergeants, and forty-four officers. The officers are divided into four
teams. Each team is comprised of officers with specialized training in areas such as: Crisis Intervention
Officers, Evidence Technicians, Juvenile Officers, Accident Investigators, Elderly Service Officers, Field
Training Officers, Drug Recognition Experts, Less than Lethal Operators, Breath Operators, and Bicycle
Patrol Officers.

Police Officer Staffing
During 2020, the Operations Division experienced several staffing changes and movement. Sergeant
Robert Lewis and Officer Rodney Stringer both retired leaving the department with twenty-five (25) and
twenty (20) years of service, respectively. Four new officers were hired: Officer Seth Berlin, Officer Ryan
Cusack, Officer Mario Fearon Jr, and Officer Denis Doherty. The following is the breakdown of the officers
and their years of service.
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25 – 29 years
20 – 24 years
Officer Joseph Dimas (1991)
Officer Adnan Hasan (1996)
Sergeant Robert Lewis (retired in October) (1994) Officer Roy Reiger (1997)
Sergeant Angela Smith (1998)
Officer Jill Uhlir (1998)
Officer Michael Shanks (1999)
Lieutenant Van Dillenkoffer (1999)
Officer Dennis Smith (1999)
Sergeant James Craig (1999)
Officer Clifford Dillon (1999)
Officer Bradley Caliendo (1999)
15 – 19 years
Officer Justin Long (2001)
Officer Christopher Harpling (2001)
Sergeant Patricia Potter (promoted in October)
(2003)
Lieutenant Ryan Conway (2004)
Deputy Chief Princeton Youker (2001)
Officer Jason Scott (2005)
5 – 9 years
Officer Justin Sanchez (2011)
Officer Shaun Lucas (2011)
Officer Roberto Miroballi (2013)
Officer Kayte Witten (2014)
Officer Benjamin Belcaster (2014)
Officer Sonsacksith Siripanya (2015)
Officer Crystal Miroballi (2015)
Officer Michael Sheahan (2015)

10 – 14 years
Officer Rommy Klamerus (2006)
Sergeant Gregory Klos (2006)
Sergeant Louis Prempas (2006)
Officer Pasquale Gapastione (2006)
Sergeant Daniel Salzmann (2007)
Officer Kimberly Loster (2007)
0 – 4 years
Officer Samuel Kaufman (2016)
Officer Michael Sterkowicz (2016)
Officer Christopher Kelly (2016)
Officer Vetaliy Lord (2016)
Officer Britney Jackson (2017)
Officer Mateusz Pytka (2017)
Officer Miguel Palomo (2018)
Officer Jaroslaw Hampel (2018)
Officer Kevin Freeman (2018)
Officer Ivan Lichvan (2018)
Officer Nadia Duarte (2018)
Officer Brian Wagner (2018)
Officer Russell Tanzillo (2018)
Officer Derek Hoots (2018)
Officer Kamila Nawrot (2019)
Officer Sara Niedbala (2019)
Officer Adam Welte (2019)
Officer Corey White (2019)
Officer Briana Hartmann (2019)
Officer Seth Berlin (2020)
Officer Ryan Cusack (2020)
Officer Mario Fearon (2020)
Officer Denis Doherty (2020)
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Hiring the Best Police Officers
All new hires go through an extensive and rigorous hiring process. Wheaton Police Officers must have a
bachelor’s degree to qualify for employment, which is a standard held by only 1% of the police
departments in the United States. Applicants must pass a written test of critical thinking/comprehension
administered by an independent service. A physical fitness test based on state standards is also
administered. Those who pass these requirements appear on an interim eligibility list. After completing a
polygraph test (lie detector) conducted by an independent service, the candidate must ride with one of
our officers for 8-hours. This allows a candidate the opportunity to learn about the police department and
gives us an opportunity to meet and evaluate the candidate. A comprehensive background investigation
is conducted by our detectives that includes an interview. The final step is the interview with the Board
of Fire and Police Commissioners. The board consists of civilian volunteers who live in the community and
serve a vital role in the hiring process. If the candidate successfully passes the interview, he/she may be
given a tentative offer of employment and be required to submit to a medical and psychological
evaluation, by an independent entity, before being officially hired.
New Wheaton Police Officers go through a very extensive period of training. Prior to attending the police
academy, a new officer will participate in two weeks of in-house training on topics including FTO
Orientation, Officer Wellness, Force Escalation/De-escalation, High-Risk Traffic Stops, Building Searches,
and Rapid Deployment. After the two weeks, the officer will spend 14-weeks at the Suburban Law
Enforcement Academy (SLEA), where they will be required to pass a state certification exam prior to
graduating. The officer will then partake in a 15-week Field Training Program. The training is rigorous, and
standards are high. Since 2015, approximately 23% of newly hired police officers failed to successfully
complete the process and were either terminated or they resigned.
On December 30, 2019, Officer Adam Welte, Officer Corey White, and Officer Briana Hartman took their
oath of office. Officer White was deployed to the street under the guidance of a Field Training Officer due
to already being a state certified law enforcement officer. Officer Welte and Officer Hartman attended
the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA), where they received 14-weeks of training involving
classroom and practical exercises. After successfully passing the state examination, on June 26, 2020,
Officer Welte and Officer Hartman graduated from the police academy. Both officers returned to the
police department to begin their 15-week field training program. On November 29, 2020, Officer Welte
was released to solo patrol.

Officer Adam Welte

Officer Corey White

Officer Briana Hartmann
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During 2020, the police department welcomed seven new officers to the ranks. Four of the new officers
were lateral hires, which means they were employed as a police officer at another agency at the time of
hire. In February 2020, the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners approved the hiring of lateral police
officers. By hiring lateral candidates, the police department can hire officers with policing experience and
specialized training. As a result, lateral hires are ready to be deployed in a solo capacity much quicker than
an officer with no prior law enforcement experience. Lateral officers receive a thorough background
investigation including review of issues related to conduct, use of force, citizen complaints, and job
performance.
The new lateral hiring process was used to hire four officers who brought over a combined 35 years of
law enforcement experience along with professional certifications such as Crisis Intervention Team
Officer, Juvenile Officer, Breath Operator, Evidence Technician, Field Training Officer, Firearms Armorer,
Firearms Instructor, SWAT Operator, Less Than Lethal Instructor, Rapid Deployment Instructor, and Law
Enforcement Active Shooter Response Instructor.
On August 24, 2020, Officer Seth Berlin took his oath of office and entered his field training program. Due
to his active status of being a police officer at another agency, Officer Berlin went through an abbreviated
program, and on November 26, Officer Berlin was released to solo patrol.

Officer Seth Berlin
On October 24, 2020, Officer Ryan Cusack, Officer Mario Fearon Jr, and Officer Denis Doherty took their
oath of offices. All three officers came to us as active police officers from different agencies. Each partook
in modified field training programs which were designed to address each of their own individual needs.
On December 20, 2020, Officer Cusack was released to solo patrol, and on December 22, 2020, Officer
Fearon was released to solo patrol.
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Officer Ryan Cusack

Officer Mario Fearon Jr

Officer Denis Doherty

Police Department Demographics
The Police Department continues to seek and hire the best employees. The department recognizes the
strength of a diverse work force in effectively engaging with a diverse community. A diverse workforce
with different backgrounds and cultural competencies helps the Police Department engage more
members of the community. The demographics of the City of Wheaton’s population closely resembles the
enumeration of the police officers. Where the City is comprised of 4% African American, 6% Asian/Pacific
Islander, 84% Caucasian, and 6% Hispanic/Latin, the department consists of 3% African American, 5%
Asian/Pacific Islander, 85% Caucasian, and 7% Hispanic/Latin. The department also has officers who
fluently speak and write five different secondary languages: Spanish, Polish, Russian, German, and Slovak.
Demographics
African American
Asian/Pacific Islander
Caucasian
Hispanic/Latin

City
4%
6%
84%
6%

Wheaton Police Officers
3%
5%
85%
7%

In comparison to other law enforcement agencies, the Police Department well surpasses the averages for
the number of female police officers. According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s 2017 statistics,
the overall national average for female sworn officers at a law enforcement agency is 12%. In comparison,
of the sixty-seven sworn officers at the Police Department, 21% of the officers are females. As for female
civilian employees, the department fell short on the national average for all civilian employees by 8% but
matched the national average for full time employees with 60% of all full-time civilian employees being
female.
Gender

Officer National Average

Female
Male

12%
88%

Officers in Cities 50,000 to
Wheaton Police Officers
99,999
10%
21%
90%
79%
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Gender

Civilian National Average

Wheaton Civilian Employees

Female
Male

60%
40%

52%
48%

Wheaton
Full Time
Civilian
Employees
60%
40%

The Wheaton Police Department prides itself on providing equal opportunities to all employees. The
department has five female officers assigned to positions of authority: two sergeants, two officers-incharge, and a police service supervisor. One sergeant also holds a position as a component commander
with the Metropolitan Emergency Response and Investigations Team (MERIT). Four female officers are
assigned to specialty positions in the Investigative Unit and Traffic Unit, and numerous female officers are
trained as Field Training Officers, Evidence Technicians, Drug Recognition Experts, ARIDE Officers,
Accident Investigators, Bike Patrol Officers, Juvenile Officers, and Breath Operators.

Training for Excellence
With the constant changing of society, laws, and case law, the need for continuous training is essential in
police work. One of our primary goals is to maintain a high-level of training and expertise among the
officers. In order to meet this goal, continuous training is provided through internal and external means.
During 2020, 11,438 hours of external training was provided. The department provided officers with 2,218
hours of internal training, which is roughly 33 hours of internal training per officer, per year.
In 2020, the police department reinstituted regular in-service
training dates. Officers attended five 10-hour training days in
which they received a myriad of training in several different
areas including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

constitutional and proper use of law
enforcement authority
procedural law
civil and human rights
mental health awareness and response
cultural awareness
crisis intervention and de-escalation
rapid deployment training
use of force, escalation and deescalation with dynamic scenarios
Taser, OC, and baton certification
defensive tactics
less than lethal munitions
duty to intervene
building searches

•
•
•
•
•

entry teams/arrest teams
officer wellness
cannabis related laws
DUI enforcement
firearms

Most of the training was completed by our own instructors who possess advanced certifications in their
areas of expertise.
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Racial Profiling
In accordance with state law, the Police Department collects information related to traffic stops. We
record the driver’s perceived race, reason for the stop, and information related to searching the vehicle.
It is important to note, the police department does not have a traffic ticket quota. We encourage officers
to use sound judgement and fairness while policing. We have established a culture of fairness and
compassion over the past two decades. We believe this principled culture is evident when viewing the
traffic stop data. The following charts and graphs provide a visual representation of the raw data without
analysis as there are several methods for interpreting the data.

2020 Traffic Stops by Race
5
1029

1131

12

404

5225

African American

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian

Caucasian

Hispanic

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
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2020 Reason for Traffic Stop by Race
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2020 Results of Traffic Stops by Race
755

African American

376
10

American Indian or Alaska Native

2
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234

170
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2020 Traffic Stop Search Requests by Race
African American

12

American Indian or Alaska Native

1

Asian

0

Caucasian

13

Hispanic

5

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

0
0
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Searches Requests

Search Request Rates by Race
African American

12 of 1,131 (1%)

American Indian or Alaska Native

1 of 12 (8.3%)

Asian

0 of 404 (0%)

Caucasian

13 of 5,225 (.25%)

Hispanic

5 of 1,029 (.49%)

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

0 of 5 (0%)

Use of Force Facts
Police officers often find themselves in dangerous situations. Every call and every traffic stop bring
elements of danger. The police officers attempt to minimize the risks by using good tactics, being welltrained, and remaining vigilant. A well-trained, confident, and tactically aware officer makes better
decisions under stressful conditions. Officers routinely receive classroom training and refreshers on the
Wheaton Police Department’s Use of Force policy along with laws and case law involving the use of force.
In addition, officers will partake in dynamic exercises where they will be placed in stressful situations to
demonstrate their ability to choose the proper level of force to use or no force at all. All of the training,
review, and dynamic practice is designed to better equip officers to handle real-life events.
The use of chokeholds had been prohibited for several years. In October of 2020, a revised Use of Force
Department Order was issued that required an officer to intervene when necessary. An officer who
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observes another officer utilizing a level of force that is beyond that which is reasonable must promptly
and safely prevent the excessive use of force if the officer is in a position to do so. The officer must also
immediately report the incident to his/her supervisor.
When an officer is involved in an incident where force is applied to another, the incident is considered a
use of force and must be thoroughly documented. The involved officer is required to render aid if
necessary and summon a supervisor to the scene. The supervisor begins an initial investigation, which is
forwarded to a lieutenant to conduct a supervisory review of our actions. The review is scrutinized by the
command staff to ensure the force was reasonable, necessary, adhered to policy, complied with law, and
identify any possible training needs.

Two Year Comparison
2020

2019

911 Calls and Officer Initiated Activity 55,307

54,859

Custodial Arrests

521

804

Force Used

6

10

Force Adhered to Policy

6

10

Injury Reported

3

1

Complaints of Excessive Force

0

0

During 2020, the Wheaton Police Department recorded 55,307 service activities. Of these incidents, 521
of them resulted in a custodial arrest. Only six of these arrests, or 1%, resulted in a use of force incident.
Three of the six arrestees complained of minor injuries: two complained of wrist pain and one complained
of neck pain. All three were seen by paramedics and refused medical care. Two officers received minor
injuries during these incidents and were treated and released back to full duty. None of these incidents
received a complaint of excessive force. During these incidents, the highest level of force applied was an
empty hand control technique. An empty hand control technique is a technique that does not employ any
of the approved use of force weapons and attempts to minimize the chance of injury. These techniques
include the use of joint locks, pressure points, and strikes to physically control a resistive subject and to
gain compliance. Every use of force review was thoroughly scrutinized by multiple command staff
members to ensure the facts are viewed objectively. All six use of force applications were deemed to be
reasonable, necessary, and adhered to policy.
TYPE OF FORCE UTILIZED
JOINT LOCK

2

STRIKE

1

JOINT LOCK AND TAKEDOWN

1

STRIKE AND TAKEDOWN

1

WEIGHT DISPLACEMENT

1
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Mental Health Response
During 2020, the Wheaton Police Department saw an uptick in mental health related calls similar to police
departments all over the country. As a result, suicide rates have also increased in Wheaton. The number
of attempted suicides has increased from 11 attempts in 2019 to 18 attempts in 2020. Suicide deaths have
doubled from four deaths in 2019 to eight deaths in 2020. Police officers are generally the first responders
to persons in mental health crisis. To help address this issue, new police officers receive 24-hours of
mental health training in the police academy which includes Crisis Intervention, Interacting with Persons
with Mental Disabilities, Mental Illness and Non-Normative Behavior, and Neurobiology of Trauma and
PTSD. After two years, officers are eligible to attend a 40-hour Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) certification
course where they are further educated on mental illness and provided with de-escalation skills and tools
for effectively and safely interacting with a person in crisis. This course exposes officers to experiences
and viewpoints of individuals with mental illness and how families and friends are deeply affected.
Currently, the police department has 51 officers, or 76%, certified as Crisis Intervention Team Officers
who have advanced knowledge to de-escalate situations involving those in crisis.

Two Year Comparison
of Suicide Rates

2020 Crisis
Intervention Reports
40%

2019

13%
47%

2020
Referred to Decentralized Pilot Program
0

5
Suicide Deaths

10

15

Suicide Attempts

20

Transported to Hospital
Other

In June of 2019, the Wheaton Police Department was one of three departments that partnered with the
DuPage County Health Department in a decentralized pilot program to address the rise in mental health
cases in DuPage County. The program was designed to help locate individuals that are experiencing mental
health crises but are not in need of immediate hospital care. Counselors from the Health Department can
perform crisis evaluations off-site, within the community, as necessary. Participants and their families are
provided with support and services to help address their mental health issues. If necessary, the DuPage
County Crisis Center also offers a 12-bed facility that provides short-term psychiatric stabilization to
county residents. The unit is voluntary and unlocked and is an alternate to inpatient hospitalization.
DuPage County residents that utilize the decentralized pilot program also avoid the costs associated with
ambulance services and hospitalization.
During 2020, the Police Department continued their partnership with the DuPage County Health
Department. Of the 286 crisis intervention reports taken, 40 (13%) individuals were referred or
transported to the DuPage County Crisis Center where they were able to obtain immediate and long-term
assistance with their mental health issues. 141 (47%) of the individuals were transported directly to a
hospital. Generally, this occurs due to the subject being in immediate need of crisis intervention. The
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remaining 120 individuals were determined to not be in a state of mental health crisis and were referred
to other agencies to assist them.
During the 286 incidents, only one incident resulted in a use of force after the subject punched an officer.
The force used involved taking the subject to the ground. The officers managed to restrain the subject
without using additional force. The subject did not sustain any injuries and the officer who was struck in
the face sustained minor abrasions. The subject was taken to the hospital to receive mental health care.
After a thorough review by the command staff, the use of force application in this incident was deemed
to be reasonable and necessary.

School Safety
The safety of the community’s children continued to be one of the Police Department’s primary goals.
One of an officer’s daily tasks is to patrol and monitor the schools in each of their beats. They are tasked
with ensuring the children arrive at school and return home safely daily. To safeguard this expectation,
daily extra watches and foot patrols are conducted and logged at each school. Traffic enforcement is
conducted in and near the school zones targeting speeding and cell phone use. Extra attention is given to
school crossing and school buses loading and unloading.
During the first week of the 2020-2021 school year, a minimum of one officer was assigned to each school
to be present at arrival and departure times. Beat officers
were tasked with meeting with all the school principals and
discussing any issues and efforts the police department can
assist them with. This information is compiled and made
accessible to all police department personnel to be familiar
with the issues that may be occurring at each school.
Prior to the new school year, all school crossing guards
attended an annual meeting to discuss expectations,
schedules, and any concerns or trends with the position.
Newly hired school crossing guards received training on the
position and were issued the proper equipment. On scene
inspections were conducted by supervisors to ensure all
appropriate safety measures were taken.

Active Shooter Training (ALICE)/Rapid Deployment
It has been more than 20-years since the Columbine High School massacre. Unfortunately, similar
incidents have continued which prompted an evolution of tactics used for both civilians and police. During
2020, the police department continued to train several schools and businesses on how to deal with an
active shooter utilizing ALICE (Alert, Lockdown, Inform, Counter, and Evacuate) which the department
adopted in 2019. The department has 11 certified ALICE instructors that were involved in ALICE
presentations at eight locations within Wheaton including schools and businesses. These instructors were
also involved in conducting scenarios with three schools.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 8, 2020 – Law Offices of Hauk Bouma ALICE presentation
January 17, 2020 – All Community Unit District 200 elementary schools trained in ALICE scenarios
February 22 and 23, 2020 – Cosley Zoo employees ALICE presentation
February 10, 2020 – Wheaton North High School Parent Night ALICE presentation
February 11, 2020 – Wheaton Warrenville South Hight School Parent Night ALICE presentation
February 17, 2020 – DuComm ALICE presentations
February 18, 2020 – Grove Dental ALICE presentation
February 25, 2020 – ESSE Adult Day Care ALICE presentation
February 28, 2020 – Clare Woods Academy ALICE presentation and scenarios
February 28, 2020 – Community Unit School District 200 substitutes and make-up personnel ALICE
presentations and scenarios
March 4, 2020 – People’s Resource Center ALICE presentation

All Wheaton Police Officers go through a rapid deployment training course where they are taught how to
respond to a life-threatening “active shooter” type situation. Officers realize that a failure to act can have
catastrophic consequences resulting in death and/or great bodily harm to innocent persons. These
incidents may also require the immediate response of patrol officers to contain and prevent the escape
of an armed and dangerous offender or rescue a downed officer and/or civilian. Officers are instructed on
such topics as solo response tactics and techniques, two, three, and four officer response tactics and
techniques, movement methods in hallway and staircases, room clearing, and contact and rescue teams.
The Police Department and the Fire Department conduct full-scale exercises to reinforce our training.

Drug Usage and Response
With the decriminalization of marijuana, the police department saw a substantial decrease in the number
of drug arrests; however, the number of overdoses rose slightly in 2020. The police department continues
to address the problem of drug usage by employing several officers with specialized training in the
detection of drug usage and impairment. Currently, the department has two certified Drug Recognition
Experts (DRE) and two more officers who are in the process of finish their certifications along with
eighteen (18) Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) Officers. (See below, under
Specialty Assignments, for a detailed description of the responsibilities of a Drug Recognition Expert and
an Advance Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement Officer.)
Due to the increasing rate of heroin and fentanyl being utilized in DuPage County, the Wheaton Police
Department continued to participate in the DuPage County Health Department’s Narcan Program. Every
officer and squad car are equipped with Narcan, an opioid reversal drug. All officers received training on
administering Narcan and continue to receive regularly updated training. During 2020, officers
administered Narcan to eighteen (18) individuals. In eight (8) of these cases, the Narcan reversed the
effects of the opioid therefore saving the individual’s life.
On March 31, 2020, the Wheaton Police Department was one of several agencies who were awarded a
traffic safety grant through American Automobile Association (AAA). The AAA took into consideration how
much drug enforcement was conducted by a law enforcement agency by looking at the department’s
number of DRE officers, ARIDE officers, and DUI arrests. Funds that were awarded were utilized to
purchase two Fatal Vision goggles to be used for DUI education and twenty-eight (28) ToxOptix X3
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penlights. The ToxOptix X3 penlights are another resource for officers to utilize if they suspect drug
impairment. All DRE and ARIDE Officers were issued a penlight to assist in identifying impaired drivers.

Drug Usage
Two Year Comparison
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Specialized Assignments
The Wheaton Police Department offers many specialized units or positions to better meet the needs of
the community. Each of these assignments require advanced training and often certification. These duties
are performed above and beyond the officer’s regular assignment. Officers are chosen for these
specialized assignments based on merit, skills, and general aptitude.

Traffic Unit
The Traffic Unit consists of four full-time
officers who provide targeted speed
enforcement seven days a week. The Unit’s
primary goal is to improve roadway safety
through speed enforcement. During 2020, the
four officers issued 2,553 citations and 1,250
written warnings. Targeted locations include
the twenty-three streets from the 25 mph
Residential Speed Reduction Plan, citizen
complaints, and known areas of frequent
vehicle code violations. The Traffic Unit utilizes
six speed signs to help determine problem
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locations and to help gain compliance with posted speed limits throughout the City. The speed signs are
designed to record data and/or display speeds to drivers.

Traffic Unit Enforcement
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The Traffic Unit is also responsible for
processing, handling, and maintaining vehicle
seizures. The police department may seize
vehicles and property when said items are used
in the commission or in the attempt to commit
an offense as listed in the Illinois Criminal Code
under Chapter 720 ILCS 5/36-1(Seizure and
Forfeiture of Vessels, Vehicles and Aircraft) and
Chapter 725 ILCS 150/1(Drug Asset Forfeiture
Procedure Act). During 2020, the Traffic Unit was
responsible for the handling and processing of
thirty-one (34) seized vehicles.

In 2020, the Traffic Unit was involved in three
traffic campaigns. Two of these campaigns were funded through grants from the Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT). Between March 12, 2020 and March 17, 2020, officers were involved in two St.
Patrick’s Day campaigns:
•

Occupant Control (8 hours)
o 11 citations
o 7 written warning

•

DUI (12 hours)
o 1 traffic arrest
o 4 citations
o 5 written warnings

•

During November of 2020, an in-house distracted driving campaign was conducted resulting in:
o 26 citations
o 27 written warnings

Bike Patrol

The Bike Officers primary function is to perform visible patrol duties,
community relations, and crime prevention. These officers are often
deployed to areas with a high density of pedestrians and bicycle traffic
such as the Central Business District, schools, and parks. Based on the
location of an incident, a Bike Officer is often able to reach the location
prior to an officer in a squad. Currently, the police department has eleven
(11) trained bicycle officers. Each of these officers received training on
how to safely handle bicycles in traffic and how to negotiate obstacles
along with functions specific to police work:
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•
•
•
•
•

power slides, stair climbs, cornering at
speeds, etc.
riding at slow speeds among crowds
performing traffic stops and positioning
bicycles on traffic stops
dismounting quickly to apprehend a suspect
and
tactically riding for pursuits, felony traffic
stops, subject stops, etc.

These officers are required to demonstrate what they have
learned by traversing obstacle courses designed to replicate
real-life encounters with citizens and offenders.

Honor Guard
The police department has an Honor Guard that is staffed by one sergeant
and eight officers. In 2020, Officer Crystal Miroballi and Officer Brian
Wagner were added to the team. Each of these officers attended a 40-hour
training at the Elmhurst Fire Department Honor Guard Academy, where
they were involved in rigorous and repetitive training. The goal of the
Honor Guard is to represent the Wheaton Police Department with the
highest degree of honor, dignity, and professionalism while adhering to the
traditions of law enforcement and the military. While their primary
function is to honor fallen officers, they also partake in the City of Wheaton
Fourth of July and Memorial Day parades along with other community
engagements. During 2020, the Honor Guard proudly represented the
Wheaton Police Department at the following events:
• January 24 and 25, 2020 - Assisted with visitation and
funeral of (Retired) DuPage County Sheriff Richard Doria
• February 1, 2020 - Assisted with funeral of slain
(Retired) Illinois State Trooper Gregory Rieves
• February 4, 2020 - Assisted with funeral of Winfield
Police Department Sergeant’s son
• May 7, 2020 - Hosted/Coordinated/Participated with
funeral of (Retired) Wheaton Auxiliary Officer Steve
Cortopassi
• July 28 and 29, 2020 - Assisted with visitation, funeral,
and burial of Justice Police Department Corporal Joseph
Pavlik
• August 18, 2020 - Assisted with funeral and procession
of Park Ridge Department Officer Michael Specialle
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Field Training Officer (FTO)
A Field Training Officer (FTO) is one of the most important assignments in a law enforcement agency.
Currently, the police department has sixteen (16) officers trained as FTOs. These officers are experienced
officers who maintain a positive attitude and possess the desire to be mentors to new officers. The FTO
works with the new recruit to bridge the gap between their classroom training and working as a solo police
officer on the street. The FTO is tasked with instructing and evaluating new recruits. They are a mentor
and a role model for the recruits. During 2020, the FTOs were responsible for providing 3824 hours of
training to seven new officers.
During 2020, the field training program’s documentation methods were digitized. Modernizing the
program created greater efficiencies and improved the quality of the training. A cloud-based system with
performance analytics was adopted and immediately paid dividends in managing the training process.
FTOs were able to provide more attention and focus on actual training thanks to the streamlined process.

Evidence Technician (ET)
An Evidence Technician (ET) is responsible for locating, documenting, preserving, and collecting evidence
from a scene. ETs are proficient in diagraming and photography. They are well trained in evidence
collection which includes such methods as lifting latent prints, crime scene photography, recovering tool
marks and footwear impressions, and swabbing for DNA. These officers have received at least 40-hours
of specialized training in evidence collection. Several of these officers have further training and
certifications in Bullet Trajectory, Shooting Incident Reconstruction, Footwear and Tire Tread Imprint
Collection, Arson Investigation, etc.
An example of the work performed by our Evidence Technicians is from a violent home invasion case on
August 23, 2020. Shortly after the incident in Wheaton, the suspects committed a home invasion in
Lombard where they attempted to murder the victim. Wheaton ETs located evidence that identified a
suspect and linked both crimes. In addition, forensic examination of the data from the offenders’ cell
phones resulted in digital evidence placing them at the crime scenes. Both these pieces of evidence will
be essential in the prosecution of the offenders involved in the home invasions.

Accident Investigator (AI)
An Accident Investigator (AI) is responsible for handling crashes that involve a higher level of expertise in
determining cause and fault. They will also respond to crashes involving squad cars or other City vehicles.
These officers have received at least 40-hours of specialized training in crash investigation. Two officers
are state certified Accident Re-constructionists that have received extensive training beyond the standard
40-hour class and have successfully passed the state certification exam.
A two-year comparison of the number of crashes in Wheaton shows a drastic decrease in the total number
of crashes that appears to correlate to the pandemic “Stay at Home” orders. During 2019, officers
responded to 1211 crashes, whereas, in 2020, officers responded to 775 crashes, approximately 34% less
than in 2019. Personal injury crashes also dropped by approximately 27%; however, personal injury
crashes increased from the 16% of the total crashes in 2019 to 18% of the total crashes in 2020. During
2019, the department did not respond to any fatal crashes in Wheaton. In July of 2020, officers responded
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to a fatal crash at Main Street and Geneva Road. Wheaton Police Department’s Accident Reconstructionists were heavily involved in the oversight of this crash.
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Juvenile Officer (JO)
Officers trained to be Juvenile Officers receive additional specialized training beginning with a 40-hour
Juvenile Officer training course along with supplemental training throughout each year. The police
department’s investigators, along with both Student Liaison Officers at Wheaton North and Wheaton
Warrenville South High Schools and a small contingent of patrol officers have received this certification.
Juvenile Officers work closely with runaways, neglected, abused, and delinquent minors, their parents,
various diversion organizations, the State’s Attorney’s Office Children’s Center, and the Juvenile Division
of the DuPage County State’s Attorney’s Office. A Juvenile Officer (JO) is responsible for acting as a
“concerned adult” for a juvenile and ensuring all provisions of the Juvenile Court Act are followed when
interacting with juveniles. These officers receive extensive training on juvenile specific laws and
procedures for both non-criminal and criminal interactions. They are responsible for ensuring that all the
juvenile’s basic needs are met. The JO is charged with making sure the juvenile understands what is going
on, understands his/her basic rights, and has had an opportunity to contact a parent or guardian. JOs are
also responsible for completing dispositions on all juvenile arrests. During 2020, the JOs conducted fiftysix (56) juvenile dispositions, compared to the sixty-three (63) juvenile dispositions completed in 2019.
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Drug Recognition Experts (DRE)/Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)
A Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) is a police officer who is trained to recognize impairment in drivers under
the influence of alcohol, drugs, or a combination of both. There are only 160 DRE certified officers in the
Illinois, and Wheaton has two of them: Officer Michael Sheahan and Officer Britney Jackson. Their
expertise helps identify impaired drivers that might otherwise go undetected. Officer Miguel Palomo and
Officer Brian Wagner will soon join the ranks of DRE certified officers.
In addition to the DREs, the police department has 18 ARIDE officers. The ARIDE program was created by
NHTSA to bridge the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Tests (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and
Classification Program (DEC) which oversees the DRE training. These officers have more training in
detecting drug impairment than a standard officer.
With the decriminalization of marijuana in 2020, the department saw a substantial drop in the number of
drug arrests with a slight increase in DUI drug and DUI drug and alcohol arrests. However, in comparison
to the total number of DUI arrests, in 2020, the percentage of DUI drug and DUI drug and alcohol arrests
rose from 17%, in 2019, to 24%.
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Two Year Comparison of DUI Arrests
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Illinois State Police Narcotics Interdiction Unit (NARCINT)
The police department has one officer assigned to the Illinois State Police Narcotics Interdiction Unit
(NARCINT). The Unit consists of Illinois State Troopers and members from local law enforcement agencies
who collectively work as an interdiction and investigative unit. The Chicago area, which includes DuPage
County, has been identified as a high intensity drug trafficking area by the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA). NARCINT receives funding from the Drug Enforcement Administration’s HIDTA
(High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area).
2020 NARCINT Activity
Seized
Heroin
Cocaine
Methamphetamine
MDMD
Marijuana
PCP
Alprazolam
Xanax
Firearms
Body Armor
US Currency

Amount
27,142 grams
58 kg
16,665 grams
14,492 grams
955 kg
3,000 grams
653 units
272 grams
15
1
$5,117,818.00

NARCINT’s goal is to disrupt the supply chain of illegal narcotics
and currency obtained through drug trafficking. They are
responsible for being proactive in the detection of narcotics
trafficking by working at truck stops, weigh stations, hotels and
motels, casinos, airports, train stations, bus depots, highways,
roadways, and other locations identified as means of
transporting large amounts of narcotics and bulk currency. The
Unit also conducts follow up investigations on intelligence
gained from NARCINT targets and other law enforcement
agencies across Illinois and the United States.
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Metropolitan Emergency Response and Investigations Team (MERIT)
In 2018, the DuPage County Major Crimes Task Force and the DuPage
Felony Investigative Assistance Team (FIAT) came together to form the
Metropolitan Emergency Response and Investigations Team, or MERIT, a
consolidated task force in DuPage County for the mutual benefit of every
community within DuPage County. The goal is to pool each agencies
resources and manpower in a combined county-wide entity which would
lead to quickly and effectively addressing serious crimes, critical incidents,
and other law enforcement related activities that cannot be handled by
an individual agency in a safe manner. There are nine operational
components of MERIT: Crisis Negotiation Team, Metro SWAT, K-9
Response Unit, Major Crash Reconstruction Team, Incident Management
Assistance Team, Planned Events Unit, Forensic Investigations Unit, Digital Forensics Unit, and Major
Crimes. The annual cost for a police department to have access to these resources is $4,000. The Wheaton
Police Department has officers involved in Metro SWAT, Major Crimes Unit (MCU), and Major Crash
Reconstruction Team (MCRT).

Metro SWAT - Metro SWAT responds to and/or assists with “high-risk” critical incidents that require
specialized training and equipment. Such critical incidents include hostage rescue,
barricaded gunmen, barricaded suicidal subjects, and protective details. The goal
of Metro SWAT is to safely resolve these incidents minimizing the risk of injury or
death to victims, citizens, police officers, and offenders. During 2020, members of
Metro SWAT received 144 hours of training through MERIT.
Wheaton Police Department Officers involved in Metro SWAT:
• Officer Brad Caliendo
• Officer Mario Fearon
• Officer Pasquale Gapastione
• Officer Shaun Lucas
• Officer Vetaliy Lord
Metro SWAT Activations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist to Elmhurst Police Department – search warrant for an Attempted Murder
Assist to Aurora Police Department – civil unrest protest
Assist to Naperville Police Department – civil unrest protest
Assist to Roselle Police Department – civil unrest protest
Assist to Glendale Heights – civil unrest protest
Assist to Lisle Police Department - hostage/barricaded subject
Assist to Darien Police Department – barricaded gunman
Assist to Lombard Police Department – search warrant in Broadview reference Wheaton/Lombard
Home Invasion
Assist to Lisle Police Department – search warrant in Lisle reference Armed Robbery
Assist to Hinsdale Police Department - search warrant in South Holland and Dalton
Assist to Bensenville Police Department - search warrant in Rockford
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Major Crimes Unit (MCU) - The Major Crimes Unit (MCU) is tasked with assisting agencies with the
investigation of forcible felonies as well as incidents related to public integrity, such as an officer involved
death or officer involved shooting. The Illinois Compiled Statues defines a forcible felony as a “felony
which involves the use or threat of physical force or violence against an individual.” This includes such
crimes as treason, first degree murder, criminal sexual assault, robbery, burglary, arson, home invasion,
and kidnapping. In 2020, the members of the MCU received eight hours of training through MERIT.
Wheaton Police Department Officers involved in the MCU:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lieutenant William Cooley
Detective Donald Stemar
Officer Christopher Harpling
Detective Edward Waterous
Officer Michael Sheahan
Officer Samuel Kaufman

Major Crash Reconstruction Team (MCRT) - The Major Crash Reconstruction Team (MCRT) responds to
fatal crashes, crashes that may result in a fatality, or a crash involving an emergency vehicle with serious
injuries or other aggravating factors. The MCRT pools all participating agencies equipment, software, and
expertise to quickly document a crash scene and clear the roadway for vehicular traffic to resume. If
requested, the MCRT will provide the originating agency with a full reconstruction of the crash which will
often determine speeds and fault to assist the State’s Attorney’s Office with any criminal prosecution.
During 2020, the MCRT assisted the Wheaton Police Department with a fatal crash at Main Street and
Geneva Road and a potentially fatal crash at Roosevelt Road and Carlton Street.
Wheaton Police Department Officers involved in the MCRT:
•
•
•
•

Sergeant Angela Smith – Major Crash Reconstruction Team Component Commander
Officer Justin Sanchez
Officer Michael Sheahan (Drug Recognition Expert)
Officer Britney Jackson (Drug Recognition Expert)

Major Cream Reconstruction Team Activations
•
•
•
•
•

Assist to Darien Police Department – possible fatal crash at 234 Sokol Court
Assist to Darien Police Department – possible fatal crash at Frontage Road and Cass Avenue
Wheaton Police Department – fatal crash at Main Street and Geneva Road
Assist to Lisle Police Department – fatal crash at Naperville Road and Warrenville Road
Wheaton Police Department – possible fatal crash at Roosevelt Road and Carlton Street
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Illinois Law Enforcement Alarm System (ILEAS)
In 2002, after the September 11th attacks, the Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police,
the Illinois Sheriff’s Association, and the Illinois Emergency Management Agency
came together and created the Illinois Law Enforcement Alarm System (ILEAS).
ILEAS was created to help meet the needs of local agencies through mutual aid.
There are over 900 local governments involved in ILEAS. The Wheaton Police
Department provides officers to ILEAS Mobile Field Force (MFF) and ILEAS
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Special Response Team.

Mobile Field Force (MFF) - The ILEAS Mobile Field Force (MFF) is a mutual aid response team that provides
rapid and organized responses to civil disorder or any other public safety emergency. The Wheaton Police
Department currently has three officers assigned to the MFF: Officer Justin Long, Officer Kayte Witten,
and Officer Benjamin Belcaster. During 2020, the MFF responded to several activations often stemming
from the civil unrest that was occurring throughout the country. These officers responded to the following
MFF activations during 2020:

•
•
•
•
•

May 31, 2020 – Assist to the Aurora Police Department due to civil unrest
June 1, 2020 – Assist to the Naperville Police Department due to civil unrest in downtown
Naperville
June 6, 2020 – Assist to the North Chicago Police Department due to civil unrest
June 20, 2020 – Assist to the Lisle Police Department due to civil unrest
September 1, 2020 - Assist to the Illinois State Police for extra security for a presidential
visit

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Special Response Team – The Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMD) Special Response Team is a mutual aid team that is highly trained and skilled in handling incidents
involving weapons of mass destruction. Each team is fully equipped with hazardous materials protective
gear and detection equipment. The WMD Special Response Team will stabilize the scene, neutralize the
threat, and detect any bombs, hazardous materials, or chemical/biological agents. The team will also
assist with providing aid to victims and decontaminating involved parties.
Wheaton Police Officers assigned to WMD:
•
•

Officer Michael Schumaker
Officer Ryan Cusack

Community Service Officers
The Operations Division is currently staffed with three full-time and four part-time Community Service
Officers (CSO). The CSOs primary responsibility is to assist patrol as needed. In addition, they are tasked
with handling ordinance violations, traffic control, animal complaints, roadway hazards, and parking
enforcement. Additional duties include filling in for absent crossing guards or assisting with special events.
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In 2020, the number of CSOs employed by the department was increased after studies were conducted
on the numbers of calls for service and self-initiated activity performed by the CSOs. Prior to 2020, there
were three full-time CSOs. During 2020, the department hired four part-time CSOs are deployed during
the busiest times.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Service Officer Janice Bahno
Community Service Officer Neil Waldschmit
Community Service Officer Timothy Boyle
Part-time Community Service Officer Roberto Ayala
Part-time Community Service Officer Joshua Babor
Part-time Community Service Officer Dominic Gialluisi
Part-time Community Service Officer Syed Sohaib

CSOs are also involved in child safety seat inspection. The Illinois Vehicle Code requires children under the
age of eight to be secured in a child restraint system. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), 59% of child seats are installed incorrectly or every three out of five seats are
installed incorrectly. Three of our Community Service Officers are certified Child Passenger Safety
Technicians. During 2020, they conducted 47 child car seat inspections. These inspections involved the
safe installation of a child’s safety seat along with teaching the parent or guardian how to install the seat
in the future.

Parking Enforcement Officers
The police department has two full-time Parking
Parking Enforcement
Enforcement
Officers
(PEOs):
Parking
Enforcement Officer Rebecca Blanchard and
Citations
Parking Enforcement Officer Robert Krolikowski.
One PEO is assigned to the central business 1500
district on foot to enforce customer parking 1000 1266
1175
1073
995
restrictions and time zone regulations. The
500
second PEO is assigned to assist in the central
152 44 62 5
167 148
269 118
0
business district along with enforcing parking
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
regulations in commuter parking zones and
municipal lots. Both PEOs collectively monitor
CBD Parking Enforcement
approximately 1,635 paid parking spaces in the
Parking Support and Enforcement
City of Wheaton with 1,210 spaces being for
CSO Parking Enforcement
quarterly parking permits, 200 spaces which
utilize the Cale Payment Kiosk or the Passport
Parking application, and 20 spaces that are manual fare boxes.

Support Division
The Support Division is comprised of Investigations, Police Services Unit, Property and Evidence Control,
and Community Relations and Training Unit. These entities are responsible for investigative follow up on
serious crimes and assisting the day-to-day operations of the Operations Division.
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Investigations

Investigations Staffing
The Support Division is comprised of a Deputy Chief, Lieutenant, Sergeant, seven Detectives, two School
Liaison Officers, and an Administrative Assistant. During 2020, Lieutenant William Cooley, with twentyeights of service, and Detective Ted Fanning, with twenty years of service, retired from the police
department. The following is the breakdown of the personnel and their years of service.
20 – 29 years
Administrative Secretary Lisa Thiede(1988)
Deputy Chief Robert Miller (1992)
Lieutenant William Cooley (1992)
Detective Donald Stelmar (1992)

15 – 19 years
Detective Dana Opalinski (2002)
Detective Edward Waterous (2002)
Sergeant Brian Gabryel (2003)

10 – 14 years
School Liaison Officer Michael Schumaker (2007)

0 – 9 years
School Liaison Officer Matthew Welsch (2011)
Detective Timothy Kolzow (2011)
Detective Jacquelyn Johnson (2014)
Detective Timothy Green (2015)
Detective Gregory Hayward (2015)
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Investigations Responsibilities
Investigations is primarily responsible for investigating serious and high-profile cases, juvenile arrest
dispositions, multi-jurisdictional investigations, and background investigations. Some reports generated
in Patrol require more extensive follow-up or require special knowledge or skills. Detectives receive
specialized training in a myriad of subjects including homicide investigation, interview and interrogation,
financial crimes, and sexual assault investigations. Investigations also works closely with other law
enforcement agencies including the DuPage County State’s Attorney’s Office, the Office of the Illinois
Attorney General, Secret Service, Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI), and neighboring law enforcement
agencies.
During 2020, the Investigations assigned 339 cases to detectives for follow-up. Generally, these cases are
closed through arrest/warrant, exception, suspended, or unfounded.

Status of Assigned Cases

Open Investigation
40%

Other Closed by
9%Arrest/Warrant
7% Closed by Exception
25%

Unfounded
1%

Closed by Arrest/Warrant

Closed by Exception

Suspended
18%

Suspended

Unfounded

Open Investigation

Other

The Police Department receives notifications from the Illinois State Police when a resident’s Firearm
Owner’s Identification (FOID) Card and/or Concealed Carry License (CCL) is revoked. Investigations is
responsible for monitoring these revocations and confirming that the applicant follows the requirements
as set forth by the Illinois State Police to surrender their FOID/CCL and weapons. During 2020, the
department received twenty-eight (28) letters from the Illinois State Police advising of FOID/CCL
revocations. Each case was assigned to a detective who investigated the whereabouts of the subject and
determined if the case needed to be referred to another agency. If it was determined that the Wheaton
Police Department still had jurisdiction over the case, the detective would work to ensure the subject
complied or was charged if in violation.
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FOID/CCL Revocations Outcomes
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Investigations is also responsible for several secondary functions including preemployment background
investigations and interviews for police and fire applicants, juvenile dispositions, covert operations for
alcohol, tobacco, gambling, and spa ordinance compliance, public education and speaking, violent
offender and registered sex offender compliance and violation investigations. This year 22 sex offender
and violent offender compliance investigations were conducted. Two offenders were found to be in
violation of the state law governing registration requirements, and an arrest warrant was issued for one
offender for Failing to Register as a Sex Offender and for Residing within 500 feet of School Property. The
subject has since been arrested. Alcohol and tobacco sales compliance checks were postponed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Investigations Duties and Responsibilities

Sex/Violent Offender Compliance Checks

Background Investigations
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Mobile Forensic Unit
Investigations oversees the Mobile Forensic Unit which is responsible for providing valuable evidence by
generating bit by bit duplicate copies of digital media captured on mobile devices. Currently, the Unit is
comprised of four members: Detective Timothy Kolzow, Officer Roberto Miroballi, Officer Christopher
Kelly, and Officer Mateusz Pytka. During 2020, the Unit was responsible for 96 mobile device extractions.
These certified examiners are relied on to extract data to assist both the Operations and Support divisions
with gathering intelligence for a myriad of different cases involving death investigations, home invasions,
robberies, residential burglaries, sexual assaults, suicides/attempt suicides, missing persons, and unlawful
video recordings. This evidence is often essential in the prosecution of criminal cases or in the assistance
of locating missing persons.

School Liaison Officer Program
The police department, in partnership with the
Community Unit School District 200, has an
established School Liaison Officer (SLO) program
which allows the police department to work more
closely with CUSD 200’s high schools and middle
schools towards a more proactive approach to youth
problems and unlawful activities. The primary goal
of the program is to promote a positive learning and
educational environment and ensure a healthy
community environment for all students. Together
the police department and CUSD 200 coordinate
resources to enhance positive, communicative, and
productive relationships between police and school
personnel, students, parents, and other service-related agencies to foster a safe education environment.
SLO Michael Schumaker is assigned to Wheaton North High School, and SLO Matthew Welsch is assigned
to Wheaton Warrenville South High School. Both officers handle concerns and issues arising at the middle
schools. Each SLO has a plethora of responsibilities including, but not limited to:
•

fostering positive relationships between students and police

•

serving as a police resource for students, their families, school staff, and community members

•

assisting in preparation of educational and preventive programs related to community/social
problems involving unlawful activity, drug and alcohol use, gang activity, vandalism, theft,
personal violence, trespassing, and violations of traffic laws
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•

assisting in protecting the high school and
middle school campus from violations of the
law

•

assisting school officials in more effective
response to student and non-student criminal
offenses

•

assisting teachers and speaking in classrooms
on topics like drivers education and
government

Property and Evidence Control
Property and Evidence Control is staffed by Property Control Officer (PCO) Brian Lipowski who is
responsible for inventorying, cataloging, and maintaining property and evidence. He replaced the prior
Property Control Officer, Jo Ann Kujawinski, who retired after twenty-five years of service in September.
Currently, PCO Lipowski maintains over 9,000 items within a secured and monitored evidence vault. He
handles, processes, and maintains the chain of custody for evidence in criminal cases. When necessary,
he will oversee the temporary transfer of evidence to the DuPage County Lab, the Illinois State Police
Forensic Services, and private labs for testing or the DuPage County State’s Attorney’s Office for
prosecution. His secondary functions involve maintaining found and abandoned property, releasing
property to owners, and the destruction of items utilizing trained specialized services.
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Police Services Unit
The Police Services Unit serves as the liaison between the police department, community, and local, state,
and federal agencies. They facilitate and expediate essential information to other police personnel and
the public. The Police Services Unit is responsible for a myriad of functions including the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

retrieving, interpreting, and disseminating information from other agencies regarding
officer safety
compiling extensive research which is, analyzed, reviewed, and verified to ensure
completeness and accuracy prior to entering or removing wanted persons, missing
persons, stolen vehicles, stolen articles, stolen guns, and stolen securities from a state
and national database
processing police records which generally stem from reports generated by the Patrol
Division, Investigative Unit, and outside sources
maintaining police records including, but not limited to, traffic citations, incident reports,
arrest reports, traffic crash reports, and citizen reports
preparing court transmittals
conducting local background checks
maintaining various logs and files
issuing handicap permit
handling non-emergency telephone calls
coordinating dispatch of Public Works personnel after hours
providing accurate and current statistical data
conducting audits of records to maintain the integrity of the records and purge records
according to the state laws governing records retention.

The Police Services Unit saw substantial staffing changes during 2020. Police Service Representative Ena
Vance retired after twenty years of service. After a review of the functions and responsibilities of the
Police Services Unit, two part-time Police Service Representatives were added to the Unit. Currently, the
Unit comprises of one Police Services Supervisor, five full-time Police Services Representatives, and two
part-time Police Services Representatives. The following is a breakdown of the Police Services Unit
staffing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police Services Supervisor Sharon Taylor (1999)
Police Services Representative Lorna Castro (2011)
Police Services Representative Olivia Acevedo (2019)
Police Services Representative James Schneider (2020)
Police Services Representative Scott Ummel (2020)
Police Services Representative Danielle Niemi (2020)
Part-time Police Services Representative Deena White (2020)
Part-time Police Services Representative April Poynor (2020)

The Police Services Unit also handles all Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. During 2020, the
Police Services Unit was responsible for the processing of 431 Freedom of Information Act requests.
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Community Relations Office
During 2020, the Community Relations Officer position was held by Officer Patricia Potter until October
2020, when she was promoted to sergeant. She was responsible for community engagement and
enhancing community policing functions. She was involved in creating and administering events that
helped bring the citizens of Wheaton together with the Wheaton Police Department to strengthen our
partnership. Sergeant Potter was also the liaison to several agencies dealing with “Quality of Life” projects
that impact residents daily such as the DuPage County Health Department’s decentralized pilot program,
YWCA, and World Relief. She also acted as a law enforcement representative in the DuPage County’s
Behavioral Health Collaborative which was comprised of a panel of representatives from law
enforcement, DuPage County Probation Office, DuPage County State’s Attorney’s Office, and DuPage
County Health Department who collectively worked to identify and implement strategies to improve the
response to mental health in DuPage County.

Community Spirit
On February 8, 2020, officers from the
Wheaton Police Department, along with the
Wheaton Fire Department, volunteered
their personal time to participate in
Wheaton Park District’s Ice-A-Palooza in the
Fire vs. Police 3-on-3 Hockey Game. Ice-APalooza is a free event for Wheaton
residents. Families were invited to come for
a Meet and Greet with Elsa and Anna from
Frozen, along with face painting, skating,
games, and cheer as the Police Department
defeated the Fire Department.
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On March 6, 2020, officers from the Wheaton Police
Department participated in Franklin Middle School’s
annual fundraiser, Hero Night Dodgeball Tournament.
Several law enforcement agencies and fire
departments came together and collectively raised
$10,000 for 11-year-old, Chase. Since July of 2012,
Chase has been battling AT/RT (Atypical Teratoid
Rhabdoid Tumor). Thirteen off-duty officers
volunteered their personal time to partake in this
fundraiser and help Chase through his journey.

During April and May, the Community Relations
Office designed and produced four e-learning videos
that offered Wheaton children an opportunity to
learn something about their police department
while they were sheltered at home, not able to
interact with police officers in their community, and
while they were away from school during the
COVID-19 pandemic. These videos were
disseminated through the City of Wheaton’s
Facebook page as well as District 200’s social media platforms.
•
•
•
•
•

April 8th - Virtual Squad Car Tour – Officer Adnan Hasan
April 9th – 1 minute workout challenge with Lowell School – Lieutenant Conway, Sergeant Potter,
Sergeant Klos, and Officer Welte
April 16th - Evidence Technician – Officer Michael Sheahan
April 22nd - Stories of Bravery – Officer Kayte Witten
May 1st – How to Become a Police Officer – Officer Kevin Freeman and Officer Sara Niedbala

In addition, two community engagement initiatives were conducted in partnership with the e-learning
videos. Wheaton children were encouraged to submit a squad car design for the “Design a Wheaton Police
Car Challenge.” Squad car designs were submitted from 31 families. Each participant received a squad car
parade past their residence. Another community outreach initiative encouraged Wheaton children to
submit their own personal stories of bravery to the police department. Those who did were sent a
Wheaton Police Patch and a letter from the Chief in the mail.
On May 16, 2020, the Police Department with the assistance of the Communications Department
designed a 100th birthday card for World War II Veteran POW USMC Corporal William Howard, “Howie”
Chittenden. The card was signed by officers and presented with a care package during a parade of squad
cars and Howie’s supporters.
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On December 12, 2020, the Wheaton Police
Department and Wheaton Chapter 699 of the
Metropolitan Alliance of Police participated in the
second annual Shop with a Cop. Target donated
wrapping paper and supplies, and SCARCE (School &
Community Assistance for Recycling and Composting
Education) provided books for the families. Nine offduty officers donated their personal time to assist in
this year’s event. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, several
modifications were made to the way Shop with a Cop
was usually conducted. For 2020, wish lists were
received from disadvantaged children from the
community. Officers were assigned a child and were
responsible for shopping for gifts off the child’s wish list
and then packaging and wrapping the gifts. All gifts were paid for from donations from Wheaton

Chapter 699 of the Metropolitan Alliance of Police. The officers, in marked squads, delivered the
gifts to the families.

Highlighted Cases and Investigations
Patrol and Investigations were involved in several cases and arrests that showcase the police work they
did in 2020.
•

On January 16, 2020, the police department responded to a domestic/mental subject report. The
suspect became uncooperative and obstructive, running from the police after striking an officer
in the face with his fist. The subject was taken into custody and transported for a psychological
evaluation.

•

On January 30, 2020, the police department responded to an aggravated assault. The complainant
observed a vehicle stopped in the roadway and when he exited his vehicle to check on the driver
of the other vehicle, the driver, of the stopped vehicle, exited his vehicle yelling profanities and
threatened the complainant with a knife. A high-risk traffic stop was initiated and the subject was
taken into custody without incident and charged with Aggravated Assault.

•

On February 25, 2020, the police department responded to a crash with injuries at Main Street
and Geneva Road. After an extensive investigation involving subpoenas and search warrants, the
driver was arrested on two Class X counts of DUI due to this being his sixth DUI arrest.

•

On March 27, 2020, the police department responded to a complaint of a man threatening him
with a gun. Through the investigation, a search warrant was served on the apartment and an
airsoft pistol was located. One subject was arrest for a felony warrant and the other was charged
with one count of Aggravated Assault.

•

On April 24, 2020, the police department responded to a residential burglary report. While
canvasing the neighboring area, an officer observed a second burglary in progress at the train
station and successfully apprehended the subject. The offender was charged with Burglary,
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Criminal Damage to Government Supported Property, Residential Burglary, and Criminal Damage
to Property.
•

On May 4, 2020, the police department responded to a suicidal subject armed with a gun who
fired a round within his residence. According to family members the subject was in crisis. A
perimeter was established, phone contact was established, and the subject peacefully
surrendered. The subject was transported to Northwestern Medicine Hospital for care.

•

On May 9, 2020, the police department responded to an unknown subject in the rear of the
complainant’s residence, unscrewing a light bulb adjacent to a garage service door. The
surrounding neighborhood had been experiencing numerous burglaries for several months.
Responding units observed a subject matching the description, and after a brief foot pursuit, the
subject was apprehended and charged with Attempt Residential Burglary, Possession of Burglary
Tools, and Obstructing a Peace Officer. The resulting investigation cleared numerous burglaries.

•

On June 30, 2020, the police department responded to two different locations for burglaries to
motor vehicles that just occurred. Suspect vehicles were located and pursued eastbound on
Roosevelt Road. Tire deflation devices were successfully deployed at Roosevelt Road and
President Street rendering one of the vehicles inoperable. The vehicle was stolen earlier in the
day from Glen Ellyn. The two suspects exited and entered the second suspect vehicle fleeing
eastbound on Roosevelt Road at a high rate of speed. The pursuit was terminated, and the stolen
vehicle was recovered at a later time.

•

On July 11, 2020, the police department responded for a subject attempting to gain entry into a
residence. Prior to arrival, the subject entered the residence and barricaded himself inside one of
the bedrooms. Officers were able to order the suspect out of the room and placed him into
custody without incident. The offender was charged with Criminal Trespass to Residence –
Knowing One of More Persons are Present, Violation of Order of Protection, Violation of Bail Bond,
and Criminal Damage to Property.

•

On July 20, 2020, an investigation was initiated into homophobic slurs written on the door of a
church. The same slur was located on several pieces of property belonging to the City of Wheaton,
including ten park benches at Adams Park and the elevator doors at the Wesley Parking Garage.
Through the investigation, the offender was identified, arrested, and confessed to the incidents.
Arrestee was charged with two counts of Criminal Damage to Government Supported Property
and one count of Criminal Damage to Property – School or Place of Worship.

•

On July 28, 2020, the suspect in a sexual assault investigation was arrested. Throughout the course
of the investigation, victims were identified in which the arrestee secretly recorded them. The
victims neither consented nor were aware of the recordings and were unable to consent to the
acts. The arrestee was charged with two counts of Criminal Sexual Assault, two counts of
Unauthorized Videotaping, one court of Eavesdropping, and one count of misdemeanor
Unauthorized Videotaping.

•

On August 1, 2020, the police department responded to a call from a complainant who advised
she heard a woman screaming and a male yelling in the neighboring apartment and believed it
sounded like things were being thrown around. Upon arrival, the victim reported her ex-boyfriend
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broke into her apartment through an unsecured window and proceeded to beat her. The suspect
fled the scene before officers’ arrival. A warrant was later obtained for the suspect for Felony
Criminal Trespass to Residence and Domestic Battery.
•

On August 23, 2020, the police department responded to a home invasion involving a firearm.
While securing a perimeter, a similar incident occurred in Lombard where a subject was shot. All
subjects involved were later apprehended through the combined assistance of the Wheaton
Police Department, the Lombard Police Department, and the MERIT Major Crimes Unit. Offenders
were charged with Attempted Murder, Home Invasion, and Aggravated Battery.

•

On October 14, 2020, the police department responded to the Chick-Fil-A for an activated burglar
alarm. Upon arrival, officers observed a shattered window on the west side of the building and
the offenders still inside. The officers surrounded the business and gave commands for the
offenders to surrender. The offenders barricaded themselves in the store for approximately ten
minutes before surrendering to the officers without incident. The offenders were also identified
as suspects in a similar robbery in Lombard approximately 30 minutes earlier. Both offenders were
charged with two felony counts of Burglary and linked to a multi-state crime spree.

•

On November 13, 2020, detectives executed a search warrant in conjunction with a collaborative
investigation with the Leflore County Mississippi Sheriff’s Office. The subject was arrested and
charged with Failure to Register as a Sex Offender and Presence Within a School Zone by a Child
Sex Offender, a Class 3 felony and a Class 4 felony, respectively. Through the investigation, it was
determined that the subject established residency within the City of Wheaton, within 500 feet of
a school, without following the requirements set forth in the duty to register as a sex offender
law.
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Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
In 1930, the Federal Bureau of Investigation created the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program which
was designed to generate reliable crime statistics. The program is a cooperative effort of nearly 18,000
city, university and college, county, state, tribal, and federal law enforcement agencies. These agencies
voluntarily participate in the UCR Program by reporting data on crimes brought to their attention. The
data collected from this program provides information to criminal justice students, researchers, media,
and the public. The Wheaton Police Department contributes to the program by collecting, maintaining,
and providing the statistical data associated with crimes occurring within the City of Wheaton.
The UCR Program collects statistics on a specific set of violent crimes and property crimes: murder, rape,
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson.

Crime Index
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*During 2020, the department saw a drastic increase in the number of identity thefts reported, due to the
fraudulent unemployment insurance claims submitted to the IDES. Of the 1083 thefts reported, 928 were
identity thefts related to these fraudulent claims.
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Crime Index by Month
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Arrests by Month
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Drug Arrests by Offense
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Drug Arrests by Month
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Three Year Comparison UCR Analysis

Crime Index(Theft not included)
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Crime Index(Theft Only)
Three Year Comparison
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UCR Arrests
Three Year Comparison
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UCR Arrests by Month
Three Year Comparison
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UCR Drug Arrests by Offense
Three Year Comparison
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Comparable Cities
To provide additional context to the UCR statistics, the Village of Downers Grove, City of Elmhurst, and
Village of Lombard were selected for comparison due to their similar profiles, overall size, demographics,
and proximity to Wheaton. Comparative communities were sought only from within DuPage County to
avoid geographical variance.
City Information
City

Population
(2018)

Wheaton
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Lombard

53,150
49,644
46,331
43,904

Median
Income
(2018)
$95,238
$88,105
$113,207
$79,684

Median
Home Value
(2018)
$339,100
$347,600
$418,900
$252,200

Square Miles

Sworn Officers
per 1000
Residents
1.26
1.43
1.46
1.50

Full Time
Employees per
1000 Residents
1.54
1.77
2.07
1.84

Traffic
Tickets
3037
881
5583
4099

Traffic
Warnings
4618
172
2963
7917

11.3
14.2
10.3
9.69

Police Department Information
City

Sworn
Officers

Wheaton
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Lombard

67
71
68
66

Police
Department
Wheaton
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Lombard

Full Time
Civilian
Employees
15
17
18
11

Service
Incidents
55,307
35,882
41,777
61,288

Reports
Generated
2792
3502
4630
9417

Part Time
Employees
6
0
12
2

Traffic
Crashes
775
997
931
1189

2020 UCR Index Offenses
Police
Department

Homicide

Rape

Wheaton
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Lombard

0
0
0
2

7
17
7
11

Robbery

Aggravated
Battery

Burglary

Theft

7
7
5
8

21
22
27
11

48
43
61
46

1083
635
388
586

Motor
Vehicle
Theft
17
37
32
22

Arson
5
3
0
1
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2020 UCR Index Offenses by Month
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45
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47
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82
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68
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59
49
84

2020 UCR Arrests by Offense
Police
Department

Homicide

Rape

Robbery
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Battery

Burglary

Theft

Wheaton
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Lombard

0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0

11
3
0
6

17
3
19
17

5
4
39
16

31
25
34
227

Motor
Vehicle
Theft
1
0
6
0

Arson
0
0
0
0
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2020 UCR Arrests by Month
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2020 UCR Drug Arrests by Offense
Police
Department

Cannabis
Control
Act

Controlled
Substances
Act

Hypodermic
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Drug
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Wheaton
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9
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0
19
15

Methamphetamine
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Community
Protection
1
0
0
0
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